EPISODE (INSTRUMENTAL)
As recorded by Stratovarius
(From the 1996 Album EPISODE)

Music by Timo Tolkki
(Transcribed by Little Prince)

\[
\text{A Intro}
\]

\[
\text{Slowly } \frac{\text{j}}{\text{97}}
\]

\[
\text{Tune to Eb}
\]

\[
\text{Gtr II (piano arranged for gtr)}
\]

\[
\text{Tune to Eb}
\]

\[
\text{Gtrs III, IV (synthesizer arranged for gtr)}
\]

\[
\text{Gtrs II, III, IV}
\]

\[
\text{Gtrs II, III, IV}
\]

\[
\text{Gtrs II, III, IV}
\]
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